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Censorship and Censureship: Insiders, Outsiders, and the Attack on Bhandarkar Institute

Adheesh Sathaye
University of British Columbia

ON January 5, 2004, the Bhandarkar Institute, a large Sanskrit manuscript library in Pune, was vandalized because of its involvement in James Laine’s controversial study of the Maharashtrian king Shivaji. While most of the manuscripts escaped damage, less fortunate was the academic project of South Asian studies, which now faces some serious questions. If our intellectual pursuits should result in the destruction of the very materials we study, or injury to those who help us to study them, are they worth conducting at all? Or might they be conducted in such a way as to avoid violent reaction? As groundwork for possible answers to these questions, this essay examines the intellectual history behind the violence as revealed through Marathi-language reviews of Laine’s book published in the months prior to the attack. If we can understand how and why Laine’s book came to be portrayed as censorable and the Bhandarkar Institute as censurable, then we may begin to see this event as more than just ‘insider’ hooligans protesting against an ‘outsider’ scholar.

Attack on the Bhandarkar Institute

Oxford University Press (OUP) published the Indian edition of James W. Laine’s Shivaji: Hindu King in Islamic India in June 2003, but the moves towards censorship did not commence in earnest until November, when a prominent group of Maharashtrian historians sent a letter to OUP calling for its withdrawal. Apologetically, OUP pulled it from Indian shelves on November 21, 2003, but this did little to quell the outrage arising from one paragraph in Laine’s book deemed slanderous to Shivaji and his mother Jijabai:

The repressed awareness that Shivaji had an absentee father is also revealed by the fact that Maharashtrians tell jokes naughtily suggesting that his guardian Dadaji Konddev was his biological father. In a sense because Shivaji’s father had little influence on his son, for many narrators it was important to supply him with father replacements, Dadaji and later Ramdas. But perhaps we read the story of his life as governed by motivations buried deep in his psyche by a mother rejected by her husband. One could then see that Shivaji’s drive to heroism was spurred by his attempt to please his doting mother, and that she, aware of her Yadava heritage and thinking of her husband as a collaborator of low birth, instilled in her son the dream of a revived Hindu kingdom.

The furor over this passage resulted in two acts of physical violence. On December 22, 2003,
members of the Pune branch of the Shiv Sena assaulted the Sanskrit scholar Shrikant Bahulkar in his office at Tilak Maharashtra Vidyapeeth, “blackening” his face by pinning him down and smearing tar on his visage. Bahulkar was targeted because Laine had thanked him in the book’s acknowledgments. In support of his colleague, the noted Maharashtrian historian Gajanan Mehendale approached the Sena offices on December 25 demanding an apology to Bahulkar. His request denied, Mehendale destroyed four hundred manuscript pages of his own definitive history of Shivaji. In light of Mehendale’s protest, Shiv Sena leader Raj Thakeray met with Bahulkar and offered a personal (and well-publicized) apology, assuring him that “such incidents would not be repeated, and that Sena activists would have to get a ‘clearance’ from the top rung leaders before embarking on such ‘aggressive campaigns’ in the future.”

Then, in the morning of January 5, 2004, approximately 150 young men appeared at the gates of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute (BORI) in Pune, overwhelmed the handful of BORI staff on duty, and proceeded to ransack the 87-year old archives for nearly an hour. The group toppled massive shelves and cabinets housing rare books and manuscripts, damaged museum pieces, defaced portraits, destroyed most of the wooden furniture, shattered anything made of glass, and threw BORI’s computers into a pond. When the police arrived, 72 individuals were arrested. The attackers belonged to a group known as the Sambhaji Brigade—the youth arm of a relatively new Maratha ‘cultural’ organization called the Maratha Seva Sangh. Their leader Purushottam Khedekar—an executive engineer in the Pune Department of Public Works—held a press conference that evening, praising the Brigade and explaining the need for the attack:

It has come to our knowledge that some passages in Laine’s book state that Shivaji’s renowned mentors, Samarth Ramdas Swami and Dadaji Kondeo, are his biological fathers. This kind of brutish penmanship raises questions about Jijamata’s morals as well. How can we tolerate such blasphemy?

The BORI Attack in the Media

The BORI attack received wide coverage in the major Marathi- and English-language newspapers in Maharashtra (e.g., Sakal, Loksatta, Times of India, Indian Express), and the story remained in Pune headlines for over two weeks. The electoral fallout of the attack and the charges brought against Laine for “wantonly giving provocation with intent to cause riot” (Sections 153 and 153A of the Indian Penal Code) became the subject of a number of stimulating analyses in the English-language Indian media. These journalists have painted a compelling picture of how and why intellectual life in India is being violently appropriated by political life. What remains unanswered, however, is a basic, unavoidable question: Why Laine?

James Laine was not the first Shivaji scholar—in English or in Marathi—to be controversial, or even the first to be censored. As Laine’s work itself suggests, the narrative of Shivaji’s life has always been subject to debate, even during the king’s lifetime. There are interminable arguments about the date of Shivaji’s birth, his associations with the bhakti saints Ramdas and Tukaram, or if he was a national hero or a ‘mountain rat.’ But few other publications have aroused the passions exhibited against Laine’s work—passions that in India are often associated with religious fervor. Indeed, Laine did anticipate controversy—seeing himself as “a disturber of the tranquility with which synthetic accounts of Shivaji’s life are accepted”—but surely he expected objections to his portrayal of Hindu and Muslim identity, and not for publishing a joke about Shivaji’s mother.

Making this connection to religion, several English-language journalists erroneously ascribed the BORI attack to “Hindu extremists,” “angry Hindu activists,” “a Hindu mob,” or “Hindu fanatics.” Though it is true that the pro-Hindu Shiv Sena had conducted the earlier attack on Bahulkar, the Sambhaji Brigade professes a different, competing ideology.
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literature of its parent organization, the Maratha Seva Sangh, stresses devotion to Shivaji, to his mother Jijabai, and to modern non-Brahman leaders Jyotiba Phule, Bhimrao Ambedkar, and Shahu Maharaj, as part of a new religious/political movement known as Shivdharma. Founded in 2000, this largely lower-caste movement consciously regards itself as distinct from mainstream Hinduism and is particularly hostile towards Brahmanic hegemony. Shivdharma is, in short, a marriage of a passionate folk devotion to Shivaji with anti-Brahman politics. Given that BORI is thought of as a Brahmanic institution, it appears, then, that the Brigade did not carry out a 'Hindu fundamentalist' attack against non-Hindus, but one couched within ongoing caste politics that are increasingly encroaching upon Maharashtrian cultural life.

On the other hand, as several writers have noted, the discourse of ‘defending’ Shivaji from a foreign writer is strikingly similar to critiques being raised against the Western study of Hinduism by members of the Indian diaspora. Considering it as the most extreme example of “the Hindu right’s ‘protofascist views,’” Amy Braverman has compared the BORI attack to the Indian-American interrogation of psychoanalytic studies of Hinduism. Braverman suggests a common underlying argument: a desire to censor the misrepresentation by ‘outsider’ Western scholars and replace it (or at least balance it) with ‘insider’ scholarship. William Dalrymple compares the BORI attack to the ‘saffronization’ of Indian history schoolbooks. Through such coercive acts, he believes that “a passionately contested battle is taking place over the interpretation of Indian history.” Dalrymple represents the conflict as one between two mutually horrified parties—Hindu conservatives unable to tolerate blasphemous Western misrepresentation of their national/religious heroes like Shivaji, and Westernized Indian historians aghast at the erroneous and unprofessional content of the new schoolbooks. Like Braverman, Dalrymple posits an unquestioned opposition between ‘outsider’ scholarship and the hostile reactions of ‘insiders,” who either have no conception of the Western historical method (Dalrymple) or are protesting against perceived academic hegemony (Braverman).

Insider/ Outsider and Emic/Etic

In this manner, the attacks on Bahulkar and the Bhandarkar Institute touch upon a methodological issue that is central to religious studies: the “insider/outside problem.” In some ways the BORI attack might be read as the ultimate testimony to Wilfred Cantwell Smith’s assertion that “no statement made by the scholar of religion is valid unless the religious believer could accept it as correct.” (With ‘Maharashtra’ substituted for ‘religion’ and ‘Maharashtrian’ for ‘religious believer’). Conversely, one may argue that Laine, as an outsider embedded in the Enlightenment tradition of scholarship, was incapable of understanding (verstehen) the Maharashtrians’ conceptualization of their own history because he did not share their essential belief in the exemplary status of Shivaji (following Schleiermacher and MacIntyre) or that he did not make a sufficiently ‘imaginative leap’ in order to produce an effective dialogue with Maharashtrian insiders (following Otto and Wach).

Alternatively, as I had argued elsewhere, the BORI attack and the Indian-American interrogation of Hindu studies might be both regarded as reversals of the insider/outsider dichotomy, as forcible assertions that Western scholars (and their Indian accomplices) are the ‘insiders’ who do not allow ‘outsider’ Hindus or Maharashtrians into their private, privileged, and ultimately corrupt conversations about Hinduism or Maharashtra.

In this essay, I would like to raise two points of objection to such wholesale applications of the insider/outsider dichotomy to the Laine controversy (including mine). First, implicit in the equations of ‘scholar’ to ‘outsider’ and ‘native’ to ‘insider’ is a disregard for the scholarly capacities of the insider. In other words, the only possibility of a ‘native scholar’ in this debate is one who is Western-trained. All other natives are informants. In the case of the BORI attack, this assumption leads
one to believe that there was no intellectual rigor behind the physical violence—only political rhetoric. On the contrary, we shall see that since at least early September 2003, writers close to the Shivdharma movement had been voicing their discontent with Laine’s book through detailed—though not unbiased—reviews.

Second, the equation of ‘insider’ vs. ‘outsider’ to ‘informant’ vs. ‘scholar’ not only gives the false impression of a single, homogenous ‘insider’ identity, but also represents this identity as a natural property of an individual, like skin color or blood type. As easily as ‘insider’ and ‘outsider’ labels are affixed to ethnic identities, a cognitive system a also regarded as automatically being an ‘Indian way of thinking’ or a ‘Maharashtrian worldview’ or a ‘non-Brahman discourse’ (as I have had to do here to Shivdharma). However, keeping in mind Alasdair MacIntyre’s observation that “criteria and concepts have a history; it is not just activities which have a history,” it is manifestly important to investigate how ‘insider’ identities are constructed. 

In the case of the Sambhaji Brigade’s attack, I suggest that new boundaries of Maharashtrian sociopolitical identity are being carved using Western scholarship itself as a scalpel. Since the boundaries between ‘insiders’ and ‘outsiders’ are negotiated precisely around the knowledge of Shivaji, I argue that an insider/outside representation of intercultural or interreligious scholarship is inadequate to understand why Laine’s Shivaji provoked violence. Instead of a dichotomization of ‘insiders’ and ‘outsiders,’ an emic/etic model, based on a dialectic between cognitive systems or worldviews, will better enable us to isolate intellectual conflicts from sociopolitical ones.

While ‘emic’ and ‘etic’ are often conflated with ‘insider’ and ‘outsider’ points of view—particularly in the anthropological work of Marvin Harris—one should note that the originally intended meanings of these terms were not bound to social identities but to cognitive systems. ‘Emics’ and ‘etics’ are terms coined by the linguist Kenneth Pike in 1954. In linguistics, ‘phonetics’ is the scientific description of articulated sounds, regardless of the language in which they are uttered, while ‘phonemics’ is the specific set of sounds recognized within a particular language. For example, while the single American English phoneme /p/ is uttered as either the phonetic allophones /p/ or /ph/ (e.g., /p/ in ‘nap’ or /ph/ in ‘paint’), /p/ and /ph/ are distinct phonemes in Hindi. Pike’s neologisms ‘emics’ and ‘etics’ generalized these descriptions for cultural systems—etic analyses being universal, ‘scientific’ descriptions of culture, emic analyses describing structures of meaning belonging to a particular culture. While the etic analysis of a handshake would describe the physical actions involved—the clapping of right hands, the vigorous up-and-down motion—an emic analysis would understand a handshake to signify greeting, or bidding goodbye, or an agreement (for North Americans). These contextual differences of meaning do not derive from the empirical properties of the act, but belong to the cognitive system in which the act is interpreted. Scholarship, according to Pike, is not a dichotomy between these two modes of analysis, but a dialectic between them. The one modification I’d like to make to Pike’s theory is to regard emic structures themselves as historical constructs (following Harris).

That is, someone—at some time and for some reason—has taught us what a handshake means. Furthermore, borrowing Julia Kristeva’s terminology, every cultural act is not simply a product of emic structure but a productivity—an act of redistribution and permutation which has the power to transform its governing structure. In other words, every hand we shake affects our understanding of what a handshake means. Using this methodology, let us see how emic incongruities between Laine’s Shivaji and the Shivaji of Shivdharma led certain anti-establishment writers in Maharashtra to call for action against the book and those responsible for its writing.

Marathi-Language Reviews of Laine’s Shivaji

Laine’s Shivaji initially received good reviews in late August (Sakal) and early September (the Shiv Sena’s daily Samana) in the Marathi-language press, lauding it as “a good reference text.” However, writers soon began to voice
alternate opinions. The earliest negative review is Yashwant Kharade’s three-page piece appearing in Rangataranga magazine, dated October 2003. xxiv Analyzing several passages in Laine’s book, Kharade was the first Marathi-language reviewer to draw attention to the controversial passage believed to slander Shivaji’s mother. However, he dismisses Laine’s observations as “ridiculously hasyaspad-pane” written, and not as a defamation (badnami). Indeed, Kharade judges Laine to be “seasoned in talking in circles around his ignorance,” whose book is negligible at best, a work that is “unnecessarily crowded with contradictory ideas, that’s all!” xxxv

Laine has arguably produced an emic study that seeks to describe the possible narratives of Shivaji’s life as they circulate through Maharashtrian culture, but it is clear that Kharade (and most other reviewers) read it as an etic history ordering the events of Shivaji’s life in an absolute, chronological, and thematized ‘master’ narrative. The intolerability of such a master narrative is expressed in the Rangataranga editor Ram Paygude’s introduction to Kharade’s review:

This book, which the American professor James W. Laine has published through the graces of Oxford University Press, is truly a wake-up call sent out to historians. No one has made the effort to condemn the material [majakur] found within this book. We hereby publicly condemn it, the author, and those who have provided him with false and malicious information. xxxi

The rhetorical difference between Kharade and Paygude is striking—while Kharade is content with explaining why he thinks Laine is a poor scholar, Paygude condemns the author and those who helped him. Paygude’s argument relies on the assertion of Laine’s linguistic ‘outsider’ status: “People come from great countries to our country to study it. And though they don’t even know our language, our intellectuals tell them all sorts of things in an effort to tarnish history. xxxxi In doing so he displaces the culpability for Laine’s misrepresentation of history onto ‘insider’ intellectuals.

Paygude’s wake-up call (avhan) seems to have been answered. In the weeks that followed, the voices of condemnation grew in intensity, and two letters calling for the complete withdrawal of Laine’s Shivaji were sent to OUP, resulting in the book’s censorship. The first, already mentioned above, was signed by a group of prominent Shivaji historians (including Ninad Bedekar, Gajanan Mehandale, Jayasinhrao Pawar, and Babasaheb Purandare) and Pune BJP politician Pradeep Rawat. xxxii The second, lesser-known letter was authored by a group headed by Dr. Praphullachand Tawade, the Executive Director of the “Center for Indian Historical Research and Education [Bharatiya Itihas Samshodhan va Prabodhan Mandal].” As a Marathi newsletter explained, this letter was written because “a wave of rage among lovers of Shivaji has been spreading on account of this defamation of King Shivaji.” xxxiv At a press conference, Tawade also suggested:

Indian intellectuals who have given guidance to the author in question should also explain themselves regarding this matter. They should declare the nature in which they communicated with this author. A certain foreign writer writes in a defamatory fashion regarding King Shivaji and acknowledges his gratitude to intellectuals here for giving him assistance; thereupon these intellectuals say nothing. Does this mean that they too are taking part in this defamation? xxxv

Like Paygude, Tawade also blamed Laine’s Indian associates, though the crime is no longer a “tarnishing” (kalankit karane) of history but “defamation” (badnami). Tawade’s refocalization of blame from Laine onto his colleagues was then picked up in December by a writer named Jnanesh Maharao, through a series of articles in Chitralekha, a weekly magazine published in Mumbai. xxxvi Maharao did three things that had not been previously done in print: he called for direct action against the
perpetrators of the defamation, he explicitly noted that these perpetrators were Brahmans, and he provided a list of their names.

Jnanesh Maharao’s Chitralekha Articles

In an essay entitled “Foreign Book, Domestic Minds [Videshi Pustak, Svadeshi Mastak]” dated December 22, 2003, but in circulation at least one week prior, Maharao describes the controversial passage as reflecting a long-running Brahman conspiracy to denigrate Shivaji’s rule in favor of the Peshwas. Maharao first gives a full citation of the controversial paragraph and then declares that Laine’s statements are “entirely based on fiction.”

Providing historical evidence to refute them, Maharao then argues that Laine’s ideas “must have come about through the writhing of those sorts of age-old insects [sanatani kide] who have idiotic ideas of status in their minds, and then they must have been somehow filled into James Laine’s head.” Using intricate metaphor and wordplay, Maharao suggests that the “Maharashtrians” who told Laine the jokes were in fact Brahmans: “true Cobra serpents [attal kobra nag], who, in order to cover up the sins of the Peshwas, spew their venom of defamation on the spotless Maratha rule of King Shivaji—as if possessed by Afjhal Khan.” Maharao’s conclusion to this piece strengthens Paygude and Taware’s finger-pointing:

Neither the institute which provided James Laine with historical information regarding King Shivaji, nor any of the intellectuals who directed him have publicly condemned this book. Because the principal criminal lives in a foreign country, we cannot beat him with our shoes. And therefore those who have given him assistance are shamelessly having a good time.

Significantly, this article names these individuals and institutions for the first time in the Marathi-language print media. In his follow-up article, Maharao laments that despite all sorts of talk, no one has yet “stood up and actually confronted those of perverse minds who have nurtured James’s vileness.” He adds that though the book has been censored, the historians’ letter to OUP has “neglected the domestic minds which injected the perverse filth into James’s book.” Finally, noting the previous involvement of BORI in Shivaji-centered controversy and citing an emailed suggestion from a reader in the Netherlands—“The first thing we should do is to ask the explanation [sic] of this Bhandarkar research institute-Pune. Who I think is responsible for it”—Maharao concludes his second article by demanding a public clarification from BORI.

Since one is unlikely to receive a confession of their guilt through such a statement, the government itself should investigate Pune’s ‘Bhandarkar Historical Research Institute’ and the ‘American Institute of Indian Studies,’ as well as the other related parties, and the appropriate measures should be taken.

Did Maharao’s articles directly lead to the actions of the Sambhaji Brigade? We can gain a sense of his influence by noting that two celebratory Sambhaji Brigade publications reprinted Maharao’s two Chitralekha articles in February 2004. Moreover, BORI scholar M. A. Mehendale explained that in the days before the January 5 attack:

Some officials from the Maratha Mahasangh met with the Institute Librarian, Mr. Satish Sangale. At that time, they showed him an issue of the Chitralekha weekly. The Librarian made a Xerox copy of the relevant article within it, and only then did the Institute become aware of the reprehensible nature of the material Prof. Laine had written.

Though Maharao unequivocally—and, I believe, genuinely—denounced the attack on BORI in the pages of Chitralekha, it is clear that his writings provided an intellectual and ethical foundation to the Sambhaji Brigade’s
He articulates a particularly volatile anti-Brahman discourse that first posits the existence of a Brahmanic cultural hegemony and then demonstrates how it perpetuates itself through a conspiratorial and deeply rooted intellectual control of the history of Shivaji. One goal of the Shivdharma movement is to rescue Shivaji—and therefore all non-Brahmanas—from Brahman hegemony. Shivdharma's Shivaji is an untarnished and socially progressive hero, Jijabai, who are consonant with Shivdharma. Jijabai who are consonant with Shivdharma. Mother.' In other words, Laine's emic analysis of Shivaji mother jokes is irreconcilable with Maharao's emics, which demand a Shivaji and a Jijabai who are consonant with Shivdharma. It is the politicized juxtaposition of this emic conflict with social ones—between Brahmans and non-Brahmans—that makes violence into an acceptable, legitimate response to Laine's writings.

We may now return to our original question. Why Laine? Because his emic narratology revealed a Shivaji that etic histories could not. Unfortunately, unlike Kharade's review, Maharao's writings politicized this emic conflict along insider/outsider terms, calling for a (legal) censure of the 'insider' parties that are to blame. Since the 'outsider' Laine is merely a tabula rasa, unable to come up with such ideas on his own, the defamatory nature of his book must therefore originate from his 'insider' Brahman informants. To censure these informants, therefore, is to resist Brahmanic hegemony.

Conclusions

When I presented this paper at the AAR conference, an interesting question was posed from the audience: Would the attack have occurred if James Laine had described the joke about Shivaji's birth as a Brahman joke rather than a Maharashtrian one? In all likelihood, it does seem to be a joke that a Brahman—and not a Maratha—would tell, and Maharao's arguments of a Brahman conspiracy might have lost some of their weight if Laine had contextualized his fieldwork in any folkloristic detail. However, such speculation is irrelevant to what did transpire, and it certainly has not been the aim of this paper to discuss what Laine did right or wrong. Instead, I hope this investigation into the intellectual history behind the BORI attack has been able to highlight some methodological limitations of positing a binary opposition between 'insider' informants and 'outsider' scholars. The ontological impossibility of 'native scholars' like Maharao, Tawade, or Kharade forces us to perceive the Sambhaji Brigade's attack as arising from a nebulous mob mentality. Furthermore, the a priori assumption of natural 'insider' and 'outsider' identities fails to see how scholarship itself (be it Western or 'indigenous') is imbricated in the construction of these very ethnic boundaries. If we may learn anything from the BORI attack, it is that thinking of intercultural research as consisting of 'outsiders' trying to understand the history, religion, or culture of 'insiders' fails to capture the political dynamics of scholarship in today's India. In making sense of the censoring of Laine and the censure of the Bhandarkar Institute, I hope to have shown the value of regarding Laine's Marathi-language reviews as productivities—as intellectual attempts to redefine and control the knowledge of Shivaji.
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